
Week 6
Woo!! Build season started and ended successfully! We've been better and more
productive than ever before! Due to last years preparation, we felt as though we
were more prepared. Additionally, with the new leadership and team members,
we managed to stay on schedule throughout the whole season! We are so excited
to see all our hard work pay off during competition season!
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Launch Day!

Finalizing the Bot!
Our team has been incredible hard-working this past week to finalize our robot
before Bag-and-Tag day. Our CAD subgroup has been working closely with
Mechanical to finalize each mechanism on both the proto and comp robot.
Additionally, CAD has finalized and vectorized each part of the robot including the
elevator, both intakes, and climber. Meanwhile, our Programming subgroup tested
the codes to ensure functionality during the competitions. Once the strategy got
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their hands on the robot, they tested our current drive team so that they can have
practice with the robot. The drive team consists of a group of four students:
captain, button man, human player, and the driver. The captain directs the driver
with information
about the bot on the field at any given field. The captain also informs the driver
about the positions of other robots, alliances, and corresponding strategies. The
driver’s primary job is driving the robot during the matches. Additionally, the
button man aids the driver with the different mechanisms of the robot. The
human player deals with the game components. In this year's particular game,
the human player is in charge of handing the cubes to the robot. Overall, we have
attempted to build the ideal team who can ensure success during competitions.

Non-Technical
This past week, our non-technical subgroups have been working incredibly hard to
prepare for the competition season. Our financial team have continued talking to
boosters and planning fundraising ideas. Some of our prospective fundraisers
include Blaze's Pizza, Chipotle, and an ifundit page. Additionally, Financial has
been finalizing the presentation for the entrepreneurship award at the Deep Run
District Competition. Meanwhile, our Outreach team has been planning
presentations for the Engineering Inspirations award, Dean's List, and Industrial
Design award. Additionally, we have been working on a new layout for the design
in the pits. We hope to improve convenience for the drive team, judges, and other
teams.
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